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Abstract
A program is said to have a determinacy race if logically parallel parts of a program access the same memory location and one of the accesses is a write. These races are generally bugs in the program since they lead to non-deterministic program behavior — different schedules of the program can lead to different results. Most prior work on detecting these races focuses on a subclass of programs with fork-join parallelism.

This paper presents a race-detection algorithm, 2D-Order, for detecting races in a more general class of programs, namely programs whose dependence structure can be represented as planar dags embedded in 2D grids. Such dependence structures arise from programs that use pipelined parallelism or dynamic programming recurrences. Given a computation with \( T_1 \) work and \( T_{oc} \) span, 2D-Order executes it while also detecting races in \( O(T_1/P + T_{oc}) \) time on \( P \) processors, which is asymptotically optimal.

We also implemented PRacer, a race-detection algorithm based on 2D-Order for Cilk-P, which is a language for expressing pipeline parallelism. Empirical results demonstrate that PRacer incurs reasonable overhead and exhibits scalability similar to the baseline (executions without race detection) when running on multiple cores.
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1 Introduction
A determinacy race [19] occurs when two or more logically parallel instructions access the same memory location, and at least one of them is a write. A determinacy race are often bugs since they can lead to nondeterministic program behaviors. In this paper, we focus on performing race detection on the fly as the program executes; for a given program and input, we want to report a race if and only if the program contains a race for that input (regardless of schedule).

One can model the execution of a program as a directed acyclic graph (or dag for short), where a node represents a strand, or a sequence of instructions without any parallel control, and an edge represents a control dependence. Given a currently executing strand \( u \) that reads a memory location \( \ell \), a race detection algorithm reports a race if there is a previously executed strand \( v \) such that \( v \) wrote to \( \ell \) and \( \ell \) is logically in parallel with \( u \) (there is no path from \( v \) to \( u \)).

Many on-the-fly race detection algorithms [6, 20, 35, 40, 47, 48, 60] have been developed for fork-join programs — a form of parallelism supported by many concurrency platforms. It is exemplified by the spawn and sync constructs in Cilk dialects [12, 22, 25, 27, 31], the async and finish constructs in X10 [9] and Habanero dialects [4, 8], and the task pragma in OpenMP [42]. Fork-join programs can be represented as series-parallel dags [61] — these are dags with special structural properties that race-detection algorithms exploit to do efficient race-detection. In particular, for such dags, Utterback et al. [60] recently proposed a parallel algorithm for on-the-fly race detection that has an asymptotically optimal parallel running time.

Another popular structured dag model is two-dimensional dags (or 2D dags) — planar dags that can be embedded within a two-dimensional grid space. Programs that generate 2D dags can arise from commonly used paradigms such as dynamic programming recurrences and linear pipelines. Linear pipelines, in particular, are a well-known parallel pattern used to parallelize applications and is widely supported [1, 11, 23, 24, 32, 33, 43, 43, 44, 46, 49–53, 56, 59], including notably Intel’s Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [34], the ordered directive in OpenMP [42], and Cilk-P [28, 29], an extension to Cilk designed specifically for linear pipelines. It has been shown that a program with line pipelines can be scheduled efficiently using work stealing [28, 29].

1In contrast, a data race occurs when the atomicity of critical sections is violated. A determinacy race is sometimes referred to as a general race [39]. This paper focuses on detecting determinacy races, and henceforth when we say race, we mean determinacy race.

We formally define 2D dags that our algorithm targets in Section 2.
To our knowledge, Dimitrov et al. [14] provide the known algorithm for on-the-fly race detection for 2D dags. This algorithm must execute the program sequentially and it has never been implemented and evaluated in practice. This paper provides an efficient, parallel, and practical algorithm to do race detection on 2D-dags. In particular, we make the following contributions:

2D-Order (Section 2): We present 2D-Order, a provably correct and efficient race detection algorithm for 2D dags, that has an asymptotically optimal parallel running time. Given a program with work $T_1$ — the amount of time it takes to run on one processor — and span $T_\infty$ — the amount of time it takes to run on infinitely-many processors, 2D-Order can detect races while executing the computation on $P$ processors with expected time $O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$. This bound is asymptotically optimal, since this is the best one can do when executing the same program without race detection. 2D-Order provides a strong correctness guarantee — it reports a race if and only if the program has a race on that input.

Like prior work, 2D-Order has two main components. (1) SP-maintenance component maintains enough information to answer the question: Is strand $u$ logically in parallel with a strand $v$? As it executes the computation, 2D-Order maintains two total orders of the strands it has encountered. In Section 2, we define these two specific orders, show how to maintain them on the fly, and prove that maintaining these two orders suffices to answer this question. (2) Memory access history component keeps track of (a subset of) previous reader and writer strands for each memory location $t$. For parallel race-detection in dags with no structural properties, one must keep one writer and an unbounded number readers. For series-parallel programs, Mellor-Crummey [35] proved that two readers and one writer suffice. We extend this result and show that two readers and one writer suffice for 2D-dags as well, which directly follows from the fact that SP-relationships can be maintained with two orders.

In order to maintain the two orders, we can use two order-maintenance (OM) data structures [5, 13]. We adapt the technique described in Utterback [60] which describes an OM data structure plus scheduler combination that supports concurrent accesses into the data structure while providing optimal running time.

Generalizing 2D-Order (Section 3): The algorithm presented in Section 2 assumes that when a strand $u$ (a node in the dag) is executed, we know how many children $u$ has. This assumption may not hold for platforms that generate the pipelined dag dynamically. In Section 3, we present a variant of 2D-Order which only assumes that a node $v$ knows its parents when it executes; this assumption is generally true since $v$ can only execute after all its parents have executed. This variant has the same performance bound.

PRacer: Implementing and Evaluating 2D-Order in Cilk-P (Sections 4 and 5): The algorithms described in Sections 2 and 3 are formulated in terms of traversing a 2D dag as the computation unfolds. In Section 4, we show how one can apply 2D-Order traversal to the language constructs provided by Cilk-P [28, 29]. Cilk-P is an extension to the Cilk language that supports linear pipelines with a provably efficient work-stealing scheduler. Cilk-P is an interesting case study. Unlike most other systems, Cilk-P supports “on-the-fly” pipeline parallelism, which allows the programmer to dictate how the 2D dag may be embedded in the two-dimensional grid. Due to this, Cilk-P has a particular quirk that when a node executes, it does not automatically know its parents’ identities. Since it is essential to identify parents, 2D-Order performs additional bookkeeping to enable this. Consequently, when applied to Cilk-P’s computation dag on $P$ processors, 2D-Order runs in expected time $O(T_1/P + \lg k \cdot T_\infty)$, where $k$ is the vertical length of the two-dimensional grid. In practice, this additional $\lg k \cdot T_\infty$ overhead is typically small — in the evaluated benchmarks, $k$ ranges from 3 to 71.

This additional overhead is only due to the particular quirks of Cilk-P’s language constructs and would not apply for systems such as Intel TBB, where an executed strand can easily identify its parents.

We have implemented PRacer, a prototype implementation of 2D-Order race detection algorithm applied to Cilk-P. Section 5 empirically evaluates the overhead of PRacer and shows that it incurs virtually no overhead for SP-maintenance and achieves similar scalability compared to applications’ baseline executions without race detection.

2 2D-Order Algorithm

We now describe the basic 2D-Order algorithm. In this section, we make two simplifying assumptions: (1) We assume that a node $u$’s children are known as soon as $u$ finishes executing; and (2) There are no redundant edges — and edge from $(u, v)$ is removed if there is already (a different) directed path from $u$ to $v$. We will remove these assumptions in the next sections. We first provide some basic notation before describing the 2D-Order’s algorithm for series-parallel maintenance and proving its correctness. Then, we describe what information is kept in the access history and how 2D-Order checks for races. Finally, we prove the performance bound.

Notation and Definitions

We say $x < y$ iff there is a (non-empty) path from $x$ to $y$ in the dag, $x \preceq y$ iff either $x < y$ or $x = y$. We say $x \parallel y$ iff there is no path from $x$ to $y$ or from $y$ to $x$.

Definition 2.1. A 2D dag is a planar directed acyclic graph with the following properties:

1. It has a unique source node $s$ with no incoming edges and a unique sink node $t$ with no outgoing edges.
2. Each node has at most two incoming and at most two outgoing edges. Edges are labeled as pointing either rightwards or downwards.

This definition implies that each node can have at most two children — the down-child of a node $v$ is denoted by
v.dchild and the right-child is denoted by v.rchild. Similarly, the up parent of v is denoted by v.uparent and the left parent is denoted by v.lparent.

Definition 2.2. Given two distinct nodes x and y, a node v is their common ancestor if v \leq x and v \leq y. A node z is their least common ancestor, denoted by lca(x, y), if for all common ancestors v of x and y, we have v \leq z.

By definition of a 2D dag, a unique least common ancestor exists for any two nodes (proven in Lemma 2.9). The following lemma states that if x \parallel y, then their lca has two children, and x follows from one while y follows from the other.

Lemma 2.3. For two nodes x and y, say x \parallel y and z = lca(x, y). Then we have (1) z has two children; (2) if z.dchild \leq x then z.dchild \parallel y, z.rchild \leq y, and z.rchild \parallel x.

Proof: Suppose that, for contradiction, w \leq x and w \leq y where w is a child of z; by Definition 2.2 z \neq lca(x, y). \qed

This lemma allows us to relate any two parallel nodes.

Definition 2.4. Given two nodes x and y where x \parallel y. Let z = lca(x, y). Then, x is down of (||p) y iff z.dchild \leq x & z.rchild \leq y, and x is right of y (||r) iff z.dchild \leq y & z.rchild \leq x.

We now make some straightforward structural observations. (1) For distinct nodes x and y, exactly one of the following four conditions hold: x < y, y < x, x \parallel y or y \parallel x. (2) Given a node x with two children, x.dchild \parallel y \parallel x.rchild.

2.1 SP-Maintenance in 2D-Order Algorithm

```
Function Insert-Down-First(v)
  if v.rchild exists then
    if v.rchild.uparent not exists then
      OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, v, v.rchild);
    end
  end
  if v.dchild exists then
    OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, v, v.dchild);
  end
Function Insert-Right-First(v)
  if v.dchild exists then
    if v.dchild.uparent not exists then
      OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, v, v.dchild);
    end
  end
  if v.rchild exists then
    OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, v, v.rchild);
end
```

Algorithm 1: 2D-Order

2D-Order maintains two total orders on all strands using order-maintenance data structures. An order-maintenance (OM) data structure D maintains a total order of elements and provides the following operations.

- OM-PRECEDES(D, x, y): Given pointers to x and y, return true if x precedes y in the total order kept by D.
- OM-INSERT(D, x, y): Given a pointer to an existing element x, splice-in a new element y immediately after x in the total order. Thus, x and all its predecessors of x are before y in the total order, while all successors of x are after y.

2D-Order keeps two OM data structures — called OM-RightFirst and OM-DownFirst — to maintain two different orders on all the nodes in the 2D dag. The OM data structures for both orders are initialized by inserting the source node s as the first node. Subsequently, it executes nodes of the dag in any valid serial or parallel order — that is, a node can be executed when it’s predecessors have finished executing. After executing each node v, 2D-Order calls the two functions shown in Algorithm 1.

Function Insert-Down-First(v) inserts v’s children into the OM-DownFirst data structure. Immediately after this function is executed, the following will be true in the OM-DownFirst order: (a) If v has a down child v_D, then v_D will be immediately after v. (2) If v has a right child v_R and v_R doesn’t have an up parent, then v_R will be immediately after v_D (if v_D doesn’t exist, then v_R will be immediately after v). The symmetric invariant is true for the function Insert-Right-First(v).

In other words, for any node u, its up parent is “responsible” for inserting it into the OM-DownFirst data structure and its left parent is “responsible” for inserting it into the OM-RightFirst data structure. If u doesn’t have one of the parents, however, then u’s other parent takes over the corresponding responsibility and inserts u immediately after its other child (or after the parent itself if the other child doesn’t exist). It should be clear that each node u is inserted into each OM data structure exactly once and these insertions happen before u itself is executed.

To simplify notation, we say that x \rightarrow_D y if x occurs before y in the OM-DownFirst data structure (that is, if OM-PRECEDES(OM-DownFirst, x, y) returns true). Similarly, we say x \rightarrow_R y if OM-PRECEDES(OM-RightFirst, x, y) returns true. Note that since the algorithm never swaps the order of the nodes once they are inserted, the answer returned will be consistent once both x and y are inserted.

2.2 OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst Maintain Series-Parallel Relationships

We will now prove that these two total orders are sufficient to fully specify the partial order of the dag. The following theorem, which we prove in the remaining subsection, shows that given any two nodes x and y, we can determine the relationship between them just by looking at the total orders maintained by OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst; if x is before y in both orders, then x < y; if y is before x in both orders, then y < x; otherwise x \parallel y.
Given nodes $x$ and $y$ in OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst, $x < y$ iff $x \rightarrow_D y$ and $x \rightarrow_R y$.

We first prove some structural properties of 2D dags. Lemma 2.6 (stated without proof) says that any subdag $G'$ of a 2D dag $G$ that has a single source and a single sink is also a 2D dag. Then, we prove that any source to sink path cuts 2D dags into disjoint graphs with certain properties (Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8).

Lemma 2.6. Consider two nodes $a$ and $b$ in a 2D dag $G$ where $a < b$. Construct a subdag $G'$ such that $x \in G'$ if $a \leq x \leq b$ and edge $(x, y) \in G'$ if $(x, y) \in G$. Then $G'$ is a 2D dag with source $a$ and sink $b$.

Consider a path $P$ from the source $s$ of a 2D dag to its sink $t$. We use this path to divide all nodes of the dag into three subsets $P, P_R$, and $P_D$. $P$ contains all the nodes on the path. Note that for all $u \in P$, at least one of $u$’s children (unless $u = t$) and one of $u$’s parents (unless $u = s$) is also in $P$. Consider a node $u \notin P$ — since $s \in P$, $u$ has at least one ancestor in $P$. Say $q$ is the ancestor of $u$ which is topologically latest in the path $P$. Since nodes on $P$ are totally ordered, there is necessarily this latest node. Then, $u \in P_D$ if it follows from $q$’s down child — that is, if $q.dchild \leq u$. Similarly, $u \in P_R$ if $q.rchild \leq u$. The intuitive meaning of $P_R$ and $P_D$ is shown in Figure 1 where path $P$ cleanly divides the graph into two “contiguous regions.” We now prove that the definition matches this intuitive meaning.

Lemma 2.7. For any path $P$, $P_R \cap P_D = \emptyset$ and any path from node $u$ to node $v$ where $u \in P_R$ and $v \in P_D$ must include some node on $P$.

Proof. First, we prove disjointness. Consider $u \notin P$ and say $q$ is $u$’s ancestor which is topologically latest in $P$; since at least one of $q$’s children must be in $P$, $u$ cannot follow from both its children. Now, assume for contradiction that there is a path from $u$ to $v$ that has no node in $P$. Then the latest ancestor of $u$ and $v$ on $P$ must be the same node — which is a contradiction since $u \in P_R$ and $v \in P_D$.

We omit the proof of Lemma 2.8 due to space constraints; however, the intuition should be clear from Figure 1:

Lemma 2.8. For any node $u \in P$:
1. If $u$ has two children and $u.rchild \in P$, then $u.dchild \in P_D$. (Similarly, if $u.dchild \in P$, then $u.rchild \in P_R$.)

2. If $u$ has two parents, if $u.lparent \in P$, then $u.uparent \in P_R$. (Similarly, if $u.uparent \in P$, then $u.lparent \in P_D$.)

The first statement is obvious from definition, because $u \in P$ and $u$ must be the latest ancestor of $u.dchild$ in $P$. The easy way to see the second statement is to notice that if we flip the direction of all edges and rotate the dag, then source becomes sink, $u.uparent$ becomes $u.dchild$, and $u.lparent$ becomes $u.rchild$, and $P_R$ becomes $P_D$. To formally prove it, one can induct on the nodes on the path.

We can now use Lemma 2.7 to prove that any two nodes have a unique lca.

Lemma 2.9. Given two nodes $x$ and $y$ which are in parallel, $lca(x, y)$ exists uniquely.

Proof. For the purpose of contradiction, assume two lcas exist, named $z$ and $z'$. By the fact that they are both $lca(x, y)$, they must be in parallel with each other. Wlog,\(^3\) assume $z' \parallel_D z$ and let $u = lca(z', z)$. Also wlog assume that $x \parallel_D y$ with respect to $z$ (i.e., $x$ follows from $z.dchild$). Construct a path $P$ that goes from the source $s$ to $u.rchild$ to $z$ to $z.dchild$ to $x$ to the sink $t$; such a path exists by the property of 2D dags and lcas. Then, as shown in Figure 2, $z' \in P_D$ (since it follows from $u.dchild$) and $y \in P_R$ (since it follows from $z.rchild$). However, since $z' = lca(x, y)$, there must be a path $P'$ from $z'$ to $y$, which must cross $P$ by Lemma 2.7. If $P'$ cross $P$ before $z$, it contradicts with the fact that no path exists between $z$ and $z'$. If $P'$ cross $P$ after $z$, it contradicts with the fact that $z = lca(x, y)$, the $lca(x, y)$ must be unique.

\(^3\)Wlog stands for “without loss of generality.”
Lemma 2.10. At any point during the execution of 2D-Order, given node $x$ which has two children. If $x.lchild \notin OM-DownFirst$, then for any $y$ such that $x.lchild < y$ and $x.rchild \parallel y$, $y \notin OM-DownFirst$.

Proof: Consider the 2D subdag $G'$ with source $s$ and sink $y$. Let $S$ be the set of all the nodes on paths from $s$ to $y$. Now we construct path $P$ using nodes from set $S$: for any node $u$ such that $u \in S$ and $u \notin P$, we have $u \in P_D$. Intuitively, $P$ follows the "top-most right-most" path among all paths from $s$ to $y$.

First we prove $x \in P$. Suppose $x \notin P$, then by the constraint of path $P$, we have $x \in P_D$. Since $x.rchild \notin P$ because $x.rchild \parallel y$, we also have $x.rchild \in P_D$. Now construct a path $P'$ from $s$ to $x$ to $x.rchild$ to $y$. By Lemma 2.8, $x.rchild \in P'_R$. Let $P = P'_R \cap P_D$ (the shaded region in Figure 3). Now consider the whole 2D dag $G$ with source $s$ and sink $t$, which includes $R$. Since $x.rchild \in R$ (the shaded region) and $t \notin R$, a path from $x.rchild$ to $t$ must cross with either path $P'$. Since both $P$ and $P'$ ends at $y$, this means $x.rchild < y$, which contradicts with the original assumption that $x.rchild \parallel y$. Therefore, we are guaranteed that $x \in P$.

Since $P$ is a continuous path and $x.rchild \notin P$, we must have $x.dchild \in P$. Now we show $P$ is actually an insertion chain, which means for any node $w$ in $P$ except for $s$, $w$ is inserted by its parent in $P$.

Let $v$ and $w$ be two consecutive nodes in $P$ and $v < w$. For the purpose of contradiction, let’s assume that $w$ is not inserted by $v$. According to the Down-First part of algorithm 1, this can only happen when $w$ has two parents in $G$ and $v = w.lparent$. Since $v \in P$, we have $v.lparent \in P_R$ by Lemma 2.8. However, since $v.lparent \in S$, it is guaranteed that either $v.lparent \in P$ or $v.lparent \in P_D$, which leads to a contradiction. Thus, $P$ is an insertion chain. Since we know that $x.dchild \in P$, $y \in P$, and $x.dchild < y$, $y$ cannot be inserted into OM-DownFirst before $x.dchild$.

We can now prove the two important properties of down-first order — namely that $x \rightarrow_D y$ if $x \parallel_D y$ or if $x < y$.

Lemma 2.11. At any point during the execution of 2D-Order, given nodes $x$ and $y$ in OM-DownFirst. If $x \parallel_D y$, then $x \rightarrow_D y$.

Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. Suppose Lemma is true before insertion is invoked on a node $y$. Consider any node $x$ in OM-DownFirst.

We first show if $y < x$ then $y \rightarrow_D x$. Let $w$ be the parent that inserted $y$. Since $y < x$, $w < x$. By IH, $w \rightarrow_D x$ before the insertion, and thus $w \rightarrow_D y \rightarrow_D x$ after the insertion.

Now we show if $x < y$, then $x \rightarrow_D y$.

1. $y$ has one single parent $w$: In this case, $y$ is inserted by this parent $w$ immediately after $w$. Therefore, clearly, $w \rightarrow_D y$. Also, if $x < y$, then $x \leq w$ since $w$ is $y$’s only parent. If $x = w$, we are done. If not, according to the inductive hypothesis, we have $x \rightarrow_D w$. Therefore, we know $x \rightarrow_D y$.

2. $y$ has two parents: We know $y$ is inserted immediately after $y.lparent$. If $x \leq y.lparent$, we can apply the same argument as in the single parent case. Now consider the case that $x \parallel y.lparent$ and $x \leq y.lparent$. We will show that $x \parallel_D y.lparent$ and by Lemma 2.11, we then have $x \rightarrow_D y.lparent$, which leads to $x \rightarrow_D y$.

For the purpose of contradiction, let’s assume that $y.lparent \parallel_D x$ and let $z = lca(x, y.lparent)$. Consider the subdag with source $z$ and sink $t$ and construct a path $P$ from $z$ to $y.lchild$ to $x$ to $y$ to $t$. Then by Lemma 2.8, we have $y.lparent \in P_R$ and $z.dchild \in P_D$. Since $y.lparent \parallel_D x$, there must be a path $P'$ from $z.dchild$ to $y.lparent$, which must cross $P$ by Lemma 2.7, which contradicts the assumption that $z = lca(x, y.lparent)$. Thus we must have $x \parallel_D y.lparent$ and thus $x \rightarrow_D y$.

Symmetrically, one can prove the following lemmas:

Lemma 2.13. At any point during the execution of 2D-Order, given nodes $x$ and $y$ in OM-RightFirst. If $x < y$, then $x \rightarrow_R y$. 
Lemma 2.14. At any point during the execution of 2D-Order, given nodes \( x \) and \( y \) in OM-RightFirst, if \( x \parallel_R y \), then \( x \rightarrow_R y \).

Now we can prove the main result:

**Proof of Theorem 2.5.** From Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 2.13, it's straightforward to see that if \( x < y \), then \( x \rightarrow_D y \) and \( x \rightarrow_R y \). For the other direction, suppose \( x \parallel y \) when \( x \rightarrow_D y \) and \( x \rightarrow_R y \).

Wlog, say \( y \parallel_D x \). Then we have \( y \rightarrow_D x \) by Lemma 2.11, which contradicts to \( x \rightarrow_D y \). \( \Box \)

### 2.3 Checking races and updating access history

```plaintext
Algorithm 2: Access history

1. # Called when a strand \( r \) read memory location \( l \)
2. Function Read(\( r \), \( l \))
3.   if Precedes(lwriter(l), r) is false then
4.     ReportRace();
5.   end
6.   if OM-Precedes(OM-RightFirst, dreader(l), r) then
7.     dreader(l) = r;
8.   end
9.   if OM-Precedes(OM-DownFirst, rreader(l), r) then
10.    rreader(l) = r;
11.   end
12. end
13. # Called when a strand \( w \) wrote to memory location MemLoc
14. Function Write(\( w \), \( l \))
15.   if Precedes(lwriter(l), w) is false
16.     or Precedes(dreader(l), w) is false
17.     or Precedes(rreader(l), w) is false then
18.       ReportRace();
19.     end
20.     lwriter(l) = w;
21. end
22. # Called when, we have either \( u < v \) or \( u \parallel v \), but never \( v < u \)
23. Function Precedes(\( u \), \( v \))
24.   if OM-Precedes(OM-DownFirst, u, v)
25. and OM-Precedes(OM-RightFirst, u, v) then
26.     return true
27. end
28. return false
29. end
```

We now describe how we do race detection using this algorithm — the code is shown in Algorithm 2. For each memory location \( \ell \), our algorithm stores at most one previous writer node — called last writer \( lwriter(\ell) \) — this is simply the last node that wrote to this memory location. If a set of reader nodes \( R_\ell \) have read this memory, the algorithm stores up to two reader nodes: (1) **downmost reader** \( dreader(\ell) \): For all \( r \in R_\ell \), either \( r \leq dreader(\ell) \) or \( r \parallel_R dreader(\ell) \); and (2) **rightmost reader** \( rreader(\ell) \): For all \( r \in R_\ell \), either \( r < rreader(\ell) \) or \( r \parallel_R rreader(\ell) \).

When a node \( u \) tries to write location \( \ell \), it uses the OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst data structures to check whether either \( dreader(\ell) \parallel u \), \( rreader(\ell) \parallel u \) or \( lwriter(\ell) \parallel u \). If so, we report a race. In either case, \( u \) is now last writer \( lwriter(\ell) \). When node \( u \) tries to read location \( \ell \), it uses the OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst data structures to check whether \( lwriter(\ell) \parallel u \). If so, we report a race. In either case, \( u \) now last writer \( lwriter(\ell) \). When node \( u \) tries to read location \( \ell \), it uses the OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst data structures to check whether \( lwriter(\ell) \parallel u \). If so, we report a race. In either case, \( u \) now last writer \( lwriter(\ell) \).

### 2.4 Performance of 2D-Order

**Theorem 2.17.** For a 2D dag \( G \) with work \( T_1 \) and span \( T_\infty \), we can run do race detection using 2D-Order in time \( T_1/P + T_\infty \) time on \( P \) processors.

First, each node is inserted at most once in OM data structures and every memory access requires a constant number queries to OM data structures. If inserts and queries to OM data structures took \( O(1) \) time, then the work of the program augmented with 2D-Order is \( O(T_1) \) and the span is \( O(T_\infty) \).

Sequentially, an OM-data structure can be implemented for \( O(1) \) cost per operation (amortized) [5, 13]. This immediately gives us an \( O(T_1) \) time (optimal) sequential algorithm. This slightly improves the best previous result [14], which has a multiplicative overhead of the inverse Ackermann’s function (which is, admittedly, small in practice).
To get parallel performance, we need an OM implementation that supports concurrent operations. No general $O(1)$-time-per-operation concurrent OM data structure is known. Utterback et al. [60] provide an algorithm (containing modified OM data structure and work-stealing scheduler) for programs that access OM data structures in a conflict-free way. In particular, if a parallel program guarantees that two logically parallel strands will never try to insert immediately after the same node, then they show the following result (it is not explicitly stated, but is implied from their proofs).

Lemma 2.18. From [60] A parallel program with work $T_1$ and span $T_\infty$ which accesses into OM data structure(s) in a conflict-free way can be executed in time $O(T_1/P + T_\infty)$ time.

Note that 2D-Order follows the conflict-free restriction since all inserts after node $v$ occur when $v$ executes. Therefore, Theorem 2.17 follows directly from this lemma. Note that this performance bound only holds if we use the particular implementations of both the work-stealing scheduler and the OM data structure described in Utterback [60]. In Section 5, we briefly describe how we adapted this scheduler for Cilk-P runtime system.

3 Generalizing 2D-Order

In Section 2, we made two assumptions: (1) When we execute a node, we already know both its children and whether these children have their other parent. In practice, we may not have this information until we encounter the child node. (2) There are no redundant edges.

Algorithm 3 shows a variant of 2D-Order — these functions are called immediately before executing node $v$. Here, when $v$ is executed, instead of inserting its real children, 2D-Order creates two placeholder nodes for both of $v$'s children (denoted as $dchild_h$ and $dchild_h$). It will insert both nodes into OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst orders. As seen on lines 7, 8, 16, and 17 the order after all insertions is $v \rightarrow_D v.dchild_h \rightarrow_D v.rchild_h$ and $v \rightarrow_R v.rchild_h \rightarrow_R v.dchild_h$.

This is consistent with Algorithm 1 except here we assume that both children exist and always insert them regardless of the presence of the other parent.

When a node is executed, it finds its corresponding placeholder nodes by accessing its parents. If $v$ has only one parent, it has only one placeholder node in each data structure, and 2D-Order simply use this placeholder node to represent $v$ in the future. Now consider a node $v$ that has two parents. Both parents will insert a placeholder node to represent $v$ in OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst data structures, possibly at different positions. When $v$ is executed, 2D-Order chooses one of these dummies as the "real" one (and different ones in OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst) which will be used henceforth to represent $v$ when accessing each order. In particular, whenever we access OM-DownFirst, the placeholder inserted by $v$’s up parent will represent $v$. Correspondingly, when we access OM-RightFirst, the placeholder inserted by $v$’s left parent will represent $v$. The access history and queries are not affected.

The code for handling redundant edges is not shown, but is straightforward. When a node $x$ has two parents, it first checks if either of them precede the other (using OM-DownFirst and OM-RightFirst) and if so, it ignores the redundant edge.

Lemma 3.1. Algorithm 3 has the same correctness and performance properties as Algorithm 1.

The intuition behind the omitted proof is that Algorithm 3 maintains the same order as Algorithm 1 — node $v$ finds its correct representatives right before it is executed. Before $v$ executes, the placeholder nodes for $v$ will never be used in any queries or to insert any other nodes. For the performance guarantee, notice that each function call does at most twice as many inserts as Algorithm 1.

4 PRacer: Race Detection for Cilk-P

This section describes PRacer, the particular implementation of 2D-Order when applied to Cilk-P [28, 29]. Race-detection for Cilk-P is an interesting case study because Cilk-P’s language constructs allow for much more dynamism in the structure of the pipeline. Due to the particular quirks to Cilk-P’s pipelines, PRacer incurs an additional $\lg k$ overhead on the span term, where $k$ is the vertical length of the 2D dag. This section reviews Cilk-P’s support for pipeline parallelism, presents PRacer in terms of Cilk-P’s pipeline constructs, and explains the additional performance overhead.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{python}
1 Function Insert-Down-First(v)
2     if v.uparent exists then
3         dCurr = v.uparent.dchild_h;
4     else
5         dCurr = v.rparent.rchild_d;
6     end
7     OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, dCurr, v.rchild_d);
8     OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, dCurr, v.dchild_d);
9 end

10 Function Insert-Right-First(v)
11     if v.rparent exists then
12         rCurr = v.rparent.rchild_d;
13     else
14         rCurr = v.uparent.dchild_h;
15     end
16     OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, rCurr, v.rchild_d);
17     OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, rCurr, v.dchild_d);
18 end
\end{python}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{python}
1 Function Insert-Down-First(v)
2     if v.uparent exists then
3         dCurr = v.uparent.dchild_h;
4     else
5         dCurr = v.rparent.rchild_d;
6     end
7     OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, dCurr, v.rchild_d);
8     OM-Insert(OM-DownFirst, dCurr, v.dchild_d);
9 end

10 Function Insert-Right-First(v)
11     if v.rparent exists then
12         rCurr = v.rparent.rchild_d;
13     else
14         rCurr = v.uparent.dchild_h;
15     end
16     OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, rCurr, v.rchild_d);
17     OM-Insert(OM-RightFirst, rCurr, v.dchild_d);
18 end
\end{python}
\end{algorithm}
4.1 Cilk-P’s Support for Pipeline Parallelism

From a programmer’s perspective, a linear pipeline is simply a loop over a stream of input elements, where each loop iteration \( i \) processes the \( i^{th} \) element of the input stream. The loop body encodes the sequence of stages — abstract functions through which input elements are processed. These pipelines allow for parallel execution since the execution of iterations can overlap in time.

Cilk-P extends Cilk with three keywords: pipe_while, pipe_stage, and pipe_stage_wait. The keyword pipe_while denotes a loop that can be executed in parallel in a pipelined fashion. The first stage of each iteration is stage 0 and pipe_while ensures that there are sequential dependences across stage 0 of all iterations; that is, stage 0 of iteration \( i \) does not begin until stage 0 of iteration \( i-1 \) completes. The keywords pipe_stage and pipe_stage_wait are used inside the body of a pipe_while loop to denote stage boundaries. By default, the execution of these constructs in stage \( s \) of iteration \( i \) ends stage \( s \) and advances to stage \( s+1 \) of iteration \( i \). Keyword pipe_stage_wait is used to enforce dependences between adjacent iterations. Ending a stage \( s \) of iteration \( i \) with pipe_stage_wait enforces that execution of stage \( s+1 \) of iteration \( i \) does not begin until stage \( s+1 \) of iteration \( i-1 \) finishes. Finally, pipe_while implicitly has a cleanup stage at the end of every iteration that occurs sequentially across iterations.

The structure of the pipeline for Cilk-P programs is determined dynamically at runtime. The pipe_stage and pipe_stage_wait statements can be enclosed within other control constructs, which allows programmers to dynamically vary the number of stages and enforce dependences based on the input to the iteration. Furthermore, pipe_stage and pipe_stage_wait optionally take a stage number, an integer argument to name the stage that the statement is advancing to. This gives the programmer the flexibility to dynamically determine the label of stages and skip stages.

Cilk-P constructs can generate the example dag shown in Figure 4. Each iteration is a vertical line. There are sequential dependences across the first and last stages of all iterations, as dictated by pipe_while. The stages of an iteration form a chain, and horizontal dependences are enforced by pipe_stage_wait. By naming stages in a certain way, the programmer can skip stages or dictate that the stages to be labeled certain way. Still, Cilk-P’s pipeline constructs always generate a dag that satisfies Definition 2.1 in Section 2.

Cilk-P incorporates a work-stealing scheduler that can schedule the resulting computation efficiently. Given a computation with \( T_i \) work and \( T_\infty \) span, Cilk-P schedules the computation on \( P \) processors in expected time \( T_i/P+O(T_\infty) \).\(^5\)

4.2 PRacer: Applying 2D-Order to Cilk-P

Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode for applying 2D-Order to Cilk-P’s pipeline constructs. In Cilk-P, nodes do not know if they have a right child when they execute. Stage \( s \) of iteration \( i \) does not know if stage \( s \) of iteration \( i+1 \) will depend on it; we only find out that this dependence exists when (and if) stage \( s-1 \) of iteration \( i+1 \) calls pipe_stage_wait. Therefore, like in Algorithm 3, we must employ placeholder nodes. The function StageFirst is called before executing stage 0 of an iteration and is similar to Algorithm 3. The main difference is that, since stage 0 has no uparent, it knows to use the rchild\(_h\) from its lparent (stage 0 of the previous iteration) as its representative. The function StageNext is called when pipe_stage is executed — again, a stage initiated by

\(^5\)All bounds stated in this section are expected time bounds. Analogous high probability results can be obtained by applying standard techniques.
pipe_stage has no \textit{lparent} and knows to use the \textit{dchild}_i from its \textit{uparent} (the previous stage in the same iteration).

The interesting function is \texttt{StageWait}, which is called when 	exttt{pipe_stage_wait} executes and the execution is ready to advance to the next stage (i.e., dependence from the previous iteration has been satisfied). Since a stage initiated by \texttt{pipe_stage_wait} has both \textit{uparent} and \textit{lparent}, the order maintained by OM-DownFirst should use the \textit{dchild}_i from its \textit{uparent}, and the order maintained by OM-RightFirst should use the \textit{rchild}_i from its \textit{lparent}. However, since Cilk-P allows the execution to skip stages, identifying a stage’s \textit{lparent} requires additional work.

Consider the example shown in Figure 4. Say stage 5 of iteration \(i_5\), denoted as (\(i_5, 5\)), had been created with \texttt{pipe_stage_wait}(5) instead of \texttt{pipe_stage_wait}(5). Since iteration \(i_4\) does not have a stage 5, the left parent of (\(i_5, 5\)) is (\(i_4, 3\)). Consider another example case: Say stage (\(i_4, 3\)) had been created with \texttt{pipe_stage_wait}(3). This would result in a dependence from stage (\(i_3, 0\)) to stage (\(i_4, 3\)); however, this dependence is already subsumed by the dependences from (\(i_3, 0\)) to (\(i_3, 0\)) and from (\(i_3, 0\)) to (\(i_3, 3\)). In this case, (\(i_4, 3\)) does not have a \textit{lparent} despite being created by \texttt{pipe_stage_wait}(3). The invariant is the following: When a stage (\(i, s\)) is initiated by \texttt{pipe_stage_wait} and stage (\(i-1, s\)) does not exist, (\(i, s\))’s \textit{lparent} is (\(i-1, s’\)) where \(s’\) is the largest stage in iteration \(i-1\) such that \(s’ < s\) and (\(i-1, s’\)) is logically in parallel with the \textit{uparent}, (\(i, s-1\)). Otherwise, (\(i, s\)) does not have an \textit{lparent}.

Function \texttt{FindLeftParent}, called in Algorithm 4, line 15, performs the additional work needed to identify a stage’s \textit{lparent} (or lack thereof). The pseudocode for this function is not shown since it is a little complex. Briefly, for every active iteration \(i\), we keep some metadata for the previous iteration \(i-1\); in particular, we keep an in-order array of the stage numbers \(i-1\) has executed so far. When \texttt{FindLeftParent} is called in for stage (\(i, s\)), we search this array to find the correct \textit{lparent}, and \(-1\) is returned if \textit{lparent} does not exist.

**Execution Time:** The only additional work in Algorithm 4 (compared to Algorithm 3) is \texttt{FindLeftParent} — this function must be carefully implemented to minimize overhead. Consider the obvious option. We can do a binary search on the metadata array — since \texttt{FindLeftParent} could be called for every node and there can be \(T_i\) nodes, this can add a \(\lg k\) multiplicative overhead, leading to a time bound of \(O(\log k T_i/P + \lg k T_{\infty})\), where \(k\) is the maximum array size.

Observe that if \texttt{FindLeftParent} is called by different stages of the same iteration, the answers returned are strictly increasing — if \textit{lparent} of stage \(s\) is \(s’\), no subsequent stage can have an \textit{lparent} smaller than \(s’\). Thus, within \texttt{FindLeftParent}(\(i,s\)) we can search the metadata array of iteration \(i-1\) linearly starting from the smallest stage, removing all stages smaller than \(s’\) from the array. Each item is removed at most once and the cost of the search is at most the number of items removed, allowing us to amortize the work of searches against the work of the nodes removed. However, it has the disadvantage that some calls to \texttt{FindLeftParent} may cost up to \(k\). All expensive searches may happen on the span, giving us the worst case bound of \(O(T_i/ P + k T_{\infty})\).

\texttt{FindLeftParent}(\(i, s\)) implements a strategy that combine the best of both worlds. Say the previous iteration \((i-1)\) has \(k\) elements in its metadata array. We start from the smallest and look at \(\lg k\) elements linearly. If we find our \textit{lparent}, we remove all elements smaller than \(s\) and return. If not, we can remove all \(\lg k\) elements we looked at, since they are clearly smaller than \(s\). Next, we do a binary search on the rest of the metadata array to find the correct answer. Note that the cost of each search is \(O(\lg k)\). In addition, if the cost was \(c\), we removed \(\Omega(c)\) elements from the metadata array. Therefore, we can amortize the work in the same manner and only incur a \(\lg k\) overhead on the span, giving us the bound of \(O(T_i/ P + \lg k \cdot T_{\infty})\) for PRacer.

**Composability with Fork-Join Parallelism:** Cilk-P allows programmers to compose fork-join and pipeline constructs. Each stage can itself be a series-parallel dag or a 2D dag and the nesting can be arbitrarily deep. Since nested 2D dags are also 2D dags, PRacer obviously applies directly when pipelines are nested inside pipelines. We now describe how we can handle nested fork-join parallelism.

2D-Order’s SP-maintenance algorithm is similar in spirit to WSP-Order which is a parallel algorithm for detecting races in fork-join programs [60]. WSP-Order also keeps track of two total orders of the executed strands: \textit{English} order and \textit{Hebrew} order. The two strands are logically in parallel if and only if their relative order in English and Hebrew differ. English order is analogous to OM-DownFirst and Hebrew order is analogous to OM-RightFirst.

Nested fork-join parallelism is handled in a straightforward manner. When a stage is a series-parallel dag, we simply insert the nodes of this dag in English order in OM-DownFirst structure and in Hebrew order in OM-RightFirst structure. Series-parallel relationships are still checked by comparing relative orders of strands in the two structures. It is also straightforward to see why this is correct. Imagine a stage that was a single node \(u\), represented by a single element in the OM data structures. When this node is replaced by a series-parallel dag \(G’\), this algorithm will replace the representative element of \(u\) in OM-DownFirst by all the nodes in \(G\) in English order and in OM-RightFirst by nodes in \(G\) in Hebrew order. All nodes in \(G\) would have the same relationship with other nodes in the pipeline as \(u\) did.

5 Performance Evaluation

This section summarizes the implementation of PRacer and evaluates its practical performance on three benchmarks in terms of overhead and scalability. We first evaluate the performance of only the series-parallel maintenance — that is, each node is inserted into OM data structures as shown
in Algorithm 4, but memory accesses are not instrumented. These experiments indicate that the overhead of 2D-Order’s SP-maintenance less than 1% in all benchmarks we examined, and it provides similar scalability as the baseline program without SP-maintenance. We also evaluated the full race-detection algorithm including access histories. In this case, as with all race-detection algorithms, the overhead is significant, between 14.7–41.1x overhead compared to the baseline. However, we still get scalability similar to the baseline; therefore, some of the overhead can be offset by running race detection in parallel.

Implementation of PRacer: We implemented PRacer by extending an open-source Cilk-P runtime system, released by Intel [26], which supports the pipeline constructs as macro-defined and the corresponding work-stealing scheduler to schedule them. The implementation of PRacer consists of two components, the race detection tool component and the runtime component.

The tool component ensures that functions shown in Algorithm 4 are called at the appropriate time to perform insertions into the two OM data structures, queries are performed on memory accesses, and manages metadata for FindLeftParent and access histories. The tool component is called via instrumentation inserted into Cilk-P control constructs (described in Section 4.1) and memory references. We enabled the instrumentation of pipeline constructs by modifying the macros defining the pipeline constructs in Cilk-P. For memory accesses, we piggyback on the ThreadSanitizer instrumentation [55] that came with the LLVM/Clang compiler (version 3.4.1).

The runtime component required significant modification to the Cilk-P’s work-stealing scheduler to allow for concurrent OM data structures based on the scheme described by Utterback et al. [60]. At a high-level, their concurrent OM data structure does parallel rebalances — occasionally, large portions of the data structure may be re-organized in parallel. The work-stealing scheduler must be designed to (1) perform appropriate concurrency control so that inserts do not occur during a parallel rebalance; and (2) appropriately move workers between the main program and the parallel rebalance. Utterback et al. implemented their system in open-source Cilk Plus runtime system released by Intel [25]. For PRacer, we re-implemented their strategy in the Cilk-P runtime system since the original runtime does not support pipelines.

Experimental Setup: We use three benchmarks to evaluate PRacer: ferret, 1z77, and x264. Benchmark ferret performs content-based similarity search on images. Benchmark 1z77 is a lossless, dictionary file compression algorithm. Benchmark x264 is an video encoder. Both ferret and x264 are from PARSEC benchmark suite [7] and modified to use Cilk-P’s pipeline constructs. They are both evaluated using the largest input data set, native, that comes with PARSEC. We implemented 1z77 from scratch and ran it with an input text file of size 162-MBytes.

Figure 5 shows the characteristics of these benchmarks. Both ferret and 1z77 have relatively simple pipelines, where the structure of the pipeline is static and has a fixed number of stages across iterations, five and three respectively. On the other hand, x264 utilizes the on-the-fly feature of Cilk-P’s pipeline parallelism — even though the number of stages across iterations are the same, they can take on different stage numbers from one iteration to another.

We ran all our experiments on an Intel Xeon E5-4620 with 32 2.20-GHz cores on four sockets. Each core has a 32-KByte L1 data cache, 32-KByte L1 instruction cache, a 256-KByte L2 cache. There are a total of 500 GByte of memory, and each socket share a 16-MByte L3-cache. All benchmarks are compiled with LLVM/Clang version 3.4.1 with -O3 running on Linux kernel version 3.10. Each data point is the average of 10 runs with standard deviation less than 5%.

Overhead of PRacer: To get a sense of PRacer’s overhead breakdown, we ran the benchmarks with three different configurations: the baseline configuration, which is the the original program without race detection, the SP-maintenance, which is the execution with only the SP-maintenance component of the 2D-Order without memory instrumentation; and full, which is the execution with the full 2D-Order including both the SP-maintenance and access history management.

Figure 7 shows the sequential (T1) running time for all of the three configurations.6 The overhead due to SP-maintenance is insignificant for all benchmarks. On the other hand, adding memory instrumentation increases overheads significantly. This is explained by the fact that each stage is inserted at most twice in each OM data structure and the number of stages is relatively small (2.5× for x264). The total number of memory accesses is many orders of magnitude larger. However, these results are consistent with the overhead of full race detection in the literature [60].

Scalability of PRacer: Finally, we show that PRacer scales similarly compared to the baseline. Figure 6 shows the scalability plot of the three benchmarks. As can be seen in the plots, the scalability of the SP-maintenance and the full configurations track closely to that of the baseline. This scalability is especially useful since race detection is so expensive — serially, x264 takes 4 hours with full race detection.

6The running times for x264 are much slower than what was shown in the literature, because we disabled the vectorization code in order to perform race detection correctly.
The parallelism of PRacer cuts this running time to a more reasonable amount for debugging.

6 Related Work

Race detection has been studied for decades since Netzer and Miller [39] formalized definitions for different kinds of races. Beyond the dynamic on-the-fly approach which we took, other approaches include static checking for races [16, 17, 36] and post-mortem analysis [2, 10, 37, 38]. There is extensive work on dynamic race detection for parallel computations that do no have well-defined structure [15, 21, 41, 45, 54, 57, 62]. Here, we focus our attention on dynamic race detection for structured programs.

As mentioned in Section 1, the race detection for fork-join program has been extensively studied [6, 18, 19, 35, 40, 60]. Most related to this paper are SP-Order [6] and WSP-Order [60]. SP-Order was the first race-detection algorithm for series-parallel dags to provide asymptotically optimal sequential running time. Analogous to this paper, it also uses two order-maintenance data structures to maintain two traversals. WSP-Order parallelizes SP-Order by designing a new runtime system and a new OM data structure — it is the first algorithm to get optimal parallel runtime. We took similar approach used in WSP-Order to allow concurrent accesses to OM data structures used by 2D-Order.

Researchers have also considered other structured programs. Lee et al. [30] considered fork-join programs that use reducers, which leads to dags more general than series-parallel dags, but still structured. Most related result to this paper is by Dimitrov et al. [14], which provides a sequential race detection algorithm for 2D-dags. Their algorithm runs sequentially and uses Tarjan’s nearly linear-time least-common-ancestor (lca) algorithm [38] to identify the lowest-common-descendent of a pair of nodes in order to deduce whether they are in parallel. The use of Tarjan’s lca algorithm leads to a small overhead in running time (functional inverse of Ackermann’s function, which is small in practice — bounded above by 4). In contrast, 2D-Order provides a better theoretical bound sequentially; runs in parallel; and provides asymptotically optimal parallel running time.

2D-dags (or lattices, in general) have been studied extensively in graph theory. In particular, it has been known for decades that two total orders are sufficient to specify the partial order of a 2D-dag [3]. The contribution of this paper is to define the two orders that are sufficient and to show how to maintain them dynamically.
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A Artifact Evaluation

PRacer is open source and available at https://gitlab.com/wustl-pctg-pub/pracer.git. The tool library and the 1z77 benchmark are provided under the MIT License. The runtime modifications are licensed under a BSD license. The modification to benchmarks ferret and x264 are released under the GNU license. The repository contains complete instructions for compiling and using PRacer, in addition to scripts that reproduce the empirical results. Please send feedback or file issues at our gitlab repository to help us continually improve the project.
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